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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the main goal is to classify, in a human-agent interaction, the attitude of the user using hidden conditional random fields. This model allows us to capture the dynamics of the interaction in the pairs of speech turns (adjacency pairs) analyzed by our system. High level linguistic features are computed at word level. The features include syntactic features, a statistical word embedding model and subjectivity lexicons. The proposed system is evaluated on the SEMAINE corpus. We obtain a F1-score of 0.80, labeling using the most probable sequence of hidden states.

Index Terms— Hidden Conditional Random Field, Opinion Mining, Linguistic Patterns, Attitude Detection

1. INTRODUCTION

The topic of opinion mining in text has developed considerably in the last several years. The approaches to resolve those tasks are numerous, also the problem can be tackled at different levels of granularity: from fine-grained sentiment analysis using linguistic rules [1] to data-driven supervised methods [2] requiring a large amount of training labeled data. Taking the best of both worlds, hybrid approaches [3] combine the robustness and the high accuracy of Machine Learning (ML) algorithms with the stability of lexicons and linguistic patterns. In this paper, we follow the line of those studies by combining a distributed word embedding representation with lexicons, linguistic patterns and syntactic features in order to train a data-driven supervised method.

Today there are a variety of linguistic studies that carry out a very sophisticated analysis of the language (such as the Appraisal Theory [4] for the English) and some articles present adaptations of such theories that can be used in computer science [5–7]. Martin and White’s [4] Appraisal Theory’s framework defines the notion of Attitude as emotional reactions and evaluations of behaviors or things. Following [4] and the opinion representation defined in [8] for human-agent interaction, we focus on the detection and classification of attitudinal expressions in a sentence, a notion that entails affects, judgments and appreciations in the Appraisal framework [4].

The sentiment-related analysis modules integrated in Conversational Agents are general [9], not necessarily learned from conversational data and generally not shaped for a conversational context. Nevertheless, some work has been done in that special context. Langlet and Clavel [7] combine rules with complex linguistic patterns distributed over the different speakers to detect the likes and dislikes of the user in a human-agent interaction. They integrate a basic level of dialogic context: the adjacency pairs (APs) which are a pair composed of two utterances by two speakers, one after the other. We can also count ML based methods [10] using the agent’s dialog acts as input features of the classifier to detect the emotional state of a child during a human-agent interaction.

Thus, we investigate a series of statistical graphical latent state models in order to model the user’s attitude in the interactional context of an AP inside a human-agent interaction. Based on the idea that speech is sequential, and that an attitude can be expressed over the AP and can be modeled by a sequence of hidden states, the user’s expression of attitude depending on the agent’s utterance, we use Hidden Conditional Random Fields (HCRF). It is a variant of the well-known Conditional Random Fields (CRF) which have the advantages to be discriminative and interpretable. Besides, they do not require a lot of data during the training phase. The HCRF model has been successfully used to analyze sequences of text, audio or visual data to be labeled globally with only one output [11]. Latent state models have already proven their efficiency for sentiment analysis [12, 13] or agreement classification [14].

We previously showed [13] that HCRF was able to model the intra-speaker dynamics of opinion in transcripts from a non-interaction context. In this work, we consider the task of labeling an audio transcript of a dyadic interaction between an agent and a user with respect to the user’s attitudes. We firstly chose to segment the pair of speech turns at the word level in order to fully use the syntactic relations between close words. Then we try different configurations in order to take into account the interactional context of the human-agent dyad. The objective here is to investigate the potential of HCRF for a classification using transcripts from oral interactions. The discriminative nature of CRF will enable some strong linguistic rules combined with other features to emerge directly from the learning phase.

In the second section of this paper, we will present our classifier, the features we chose for our task and the different...
interactional models. In the third section, we will present the dataset, talk about our experiments and results and finish in the fourth section with a discussion of the results and then we will conclude our paper.

2. FEATURE AND CLASSIFICATION MODELS DESCRIPTION

2.1. General Framework

The main idea is firstly to segment the text into relevant units (we will see further in Figure 2, depending on the interaction models). Secondly, to extract the features from each unit (Subsection 2.2) and finally use them to feed the HCRF (Subsection 2.3). After the training phase, the model can predict the most probable label for an unseen AP. Different types of text segmentation and training for the HCRF weights, corresponding to different representations of the dyad have been designed. The different configurations are presented in Figure 1. In Subsection 2.4, we present the different HCRF interaction models we investigated in this paper, meaning the different ways to integrate the descriptors into features with respect to the segmentation and the way we trained the weights of the HCRF. An overview of the different architectures is available in Figure 2, with a zoom on the 3rd interaction model (HCRF-3) in Figure 1.

2.2. Features

We used a set of features that was designed and tested in a previous work for a sentiment analysis task [13] without considering the interactional context. In this work, the same feature set was used for both the agent and the user.

We can sort the textual features we use into 3 groups:
- The N-grams with the Bag-of-N-grams (BoNG);
- The distributed representations with word2vec [15];
- The linguistic and lexicon-based features with the linguistic patterns using subjectivity lexicons and the syntactic features.

When we had to integrate the descriptors on an utterance, we averaged the word-vectors before normalizing on each dimension and we used the number of linguistic patterns we detected as well as the scores from the subjectivity lexicons for every word. We standardized each linguistic feature. Due to the space limit, all the further details on the feature set can be found in [13].

2.3. Classification Model

The HCRF [11] allows to map a sequence of observation $x = \{x_1, ..., x_L\}$ to a label $y$, using the sequences of hidden variables $h = \{h_1, ..., h_L\}$. For that it uses the compatibility between the observations $x_j$ and the hidden state $h_j$, the compatibility between the hidden state and the global label, and the compatibility to go from one hidden state to another: terms 1, 2 and 3 from Equation (1) with weights $\theta_o$, $\theta_s$ and $\theta_t$ associated. The weights are the parameters of the model to optimize.

$$\Psi(y, h, x; \theta) = \sum_j \phi(x_j) \mid \theta_o(h_j) + \sum_j \theta_s(y, h_j) + \sum_j \theta_t(y, h_j, h_{j+1}) \tag{1}$$

Then, the decision is usually made using the the posterior probability $P(y|x, \theta)$ (Equation (2)). We also investigated to use the label of the most probable hidden sequence $y^* = \arg \max_y \max_h P(y, h|x, \theta)$.

$$P(y|x, \theta) = \sum_h P(y, h|x, \theta) = \sum_h e^{\Psi(y, h, x; \theta)} \sum_{y'} e^{\Psi(y', h, x; \theta)} \tag{2}$$

The model is classically trained by minimizing an $\ell_2$-norm regularized negative log-likelihood cost [11].

2.4. Presentation of the Different Interaction Systems

We tried different segmentations of the text and integrations of the features in the model in order to take advantage of the interactional context. Detecting the user’s attitudes during a human-agent conversation does not need to pay as much attention to the agent utterance as it does to the user’s one. As a baseline, we took only into account the user’s utterance (model HCRF-0). Then we studied four different models in order to model the interactional context of the AP. Firstly, we use a simple way to integrate the features into the HCRF model: segmenting the sentence word by word and training the weights $\theta_o$ between the user and the agent (see Figure 2, model HCRF-1). In the model HCRF-2, following the idea that the roles of the agent and user were not symmetric in this task, we trained different weights $\theta_o$ for their respective features. In the model HCRF-3, we decided to integrate all the features of the agent over its whole utterance to get one vector, we wanted the agent to have less impact on the final decision. However, we wanted it to influence the beginning of the latent variable sequence. Finally, for the model HCRF-4 we used a new feature indicating if the agent or the user was speaking, as a fusion of the models 1 and 2.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We tested 5 models with different feature sets and segmentations in order to validate our interaction models. Firstly,
we created a baseline for our task using a logistic regression model with Bag-of-N-Gram features following the protocol of [16] for a binary sentiment analysis task. Then we tried with our feature set (see Section 2.2). In order to take into account the asymmetry of the interaction, we tried 4 different feature configurations (see 3.2). Logistic regression does not take into account the dynamics of the observations, which is important for speech data. We then used a sequential model as second baseline, in order to compare with a state-of-the-art model system: a recurrent neural network (RNN-LSTM) [17]. Compared to these models, HCRF allows for improved interpretability while requiring less data for the training and model the dynamics of opinion-related phenomena (emotional states, stances, etc.) through latent states.

In order to validate our model, we used a 10-fold Cross-Validation (CV) where train and test sets are disjoint and do not contain any data from a common session (valmajnoting every possible efforts to train the LSTM model. We envisaged several baseline models with a simple textual feature set and our feature set that we tested for different levels of textual representation (at the AP level or using each word as an observation). We firstly used a Logistic Regression model as a simple baseline with different strategies to take into account the interaction between the agent and the user. For the Logistic Regression, we used 4 configurations. We integrated the features over the whole AP or over the agent utterance or speaker utterance, or over both, and concatenated the result. We then changed for a more sophisticated feature set, that is a representation using the statistical word embedding model from [20] described in 2.2. After a tokenization1 we used a spell checker2 to eliminate the numerous typos from the transcription and to clean the text before taking the word-vectors. We tried different strategies to integrate the word embeddings on the AP, using 4 functionals (the average, the median, the maximum and the minimum) to obtain one vector of the same size, and normalized them. In order to help the determination of the opinion we added the linguistic and lexicon-based feature set (as described in 2.2). For the LSTM, we concatenated the features of the agent and the user segmenting word by word, like for the HCRF-1 (Figure 2). Regarding the tuning of the hyperparameters and the implementation of the models, we used the same experimental methodology as in our previous work [13] and made every possible efforts to train the LSTM model. We envisaged doing fine-tuning but data was lacking since the task we consider is atypical.

### 3.2. Baselines using LogReg and LSTM

**Methodology:** We considered several baseline models with a simple textual feature set and our feature set that we tested for different levels of textual representation (at the AP level or using each word as an observation). We firstly used a Logistic Regression model as a simple baseline with different strategies to take into account the interaction between the agent and the user. For the Logistic Regression, we used 4 configurations. We integrated the features over the whole AP or over the agent utterance or speaker utterance, or over both, and concatenated the result. We then changed for a more sophisticated feature set, that is a representation using the statistical word embedding model from [20] described in 2.2. After a tokenization1 we used a spell checker2 to eliminate the numerous typos from the transcription and to clean the text before taking the word-vectors. We tried different strategies to integrate the word embeddings on the AP, using 4 functionals (the average, the median, the maximum and the minimum) to obtain one vector of the same size, and normalized them. In order to help the determination of the opinion we added the linguistic and lexicon-based feature set (as described in 2.2). For the LSTM, we concatenated the features of the agent and the user segmenting word by word, like for the HCRF-1 (Figure 2). Regarding the tuning of the hyperparameters and the implementation of the models, we used the same experimental methodology as in our previous work [13] and made every possible efforts to train the LSTM model. We envisaged doing fine-tuning but data was lacking since the task we consider is atypical.

**Results:** The results of the baselines are listed in the first part of Table 1 using F1-scores and accuracy. In this table, the global F1 (the harmonic mean of recall and precision) is the average F1 of both classes (F1+ and F1−) and Accuracy is the percentage of true predictions. As expected the BoNG representation is not suited for short documents such as the user’s utterance or AP [22]. The BoNG model struggles to be

---

1We used the CoreNLP from Standford [21]

2https://github.com/phatpiglet/autocorrect

---
Table 1. F1-scores and accuracies results with different feature sets and models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>F1+</th>
<th>F1-</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Majority label</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoNG</td>
<td>LogReg</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our set</td>
<td>LogReg</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our set</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoNG</td>
<td>HCRF-1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our set</td>
<td>HCRF-0</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our set</td>
<td>HCRF-1</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our set</td>
<td>HCRF-2</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our set</td>
<td>HCRF-3</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our set</td>
<td>HCRF-4</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

efficient at classifying negative APs. Using our set which contains sentiment-related and linguistic features brings an improvement over this. The results of the RNN-LSTM are better for the negative class. Though it has the potential to capture some dynamics, the neural network requires more data than available in the considered corpus to be fully effective.

3.3. HCRF models

**Methodology**: The existence of latent states in HCRF makes them useful to model a dynamic system like, for example, the emotional state of the speaker. Using our feature set, including sentiment-related features and a distributed representation, the model is expected to use the information contained inside the already-trained vectors and exploit more effectively the concepts employed by the speakers. We used the 5 configurations presented in Figure 2 and explained in the section 2.4. Regarding the tuning of the hyperparameters and the implementation of the models, we used the same experimental methodology as in previous work [13].

**Results**: The results with the HCRF models are summarized in Table 1. Using the global label of the most probable sequence improved the results compared to a classical approach. The best F1-score was reached using the fourth configuration with 6 hidden states, a $\ell_2$ regularization coefficient equal to 0.05 and a context window of size 2. This configuration is taken into account the dynamics of interaction by integrating the speech turn of the agent into a unique observation before using the words of the user one by one (see Figure 2). Our feature set improves the F1 score on the negative files for the HCRF-1 going from 55 to 69. We compare our approach with a regular sentiment analysis model taking only into account the speaker, and can see the improvements over the model HCRF-0: the F1-score going from 74 to 80. The HCRF are particularly good on the negative files when compared to the baseline. Though a 10-fold CV over such a dataset does not allow one to conclude about the statistical significance of this difference in performance, the results are believed to be very promising and efforts are currently being made to collect and annotate more data to obtain a more solid validation.

![Fig. 3](image-url)  

4. DISCUSSION

The best system is the one simply obtained using an indicator-feature expressing who is the speaker. The Viterbi labeling improve greatly the performances over the negative files, outclassing the F1-score of LSTM baseline over the negative files by 11 points (from 64 to 75). Sharing the weights between the two speakers seems to be the best option. The dataset is too tiny to learn two times more weights leading to lowest results for the model 2. Nevertheless, differentiating the two speakers by special features or a special integration of the features like for the models 3 and 4 is a plus, leading to the best results. The model 0 is not very good on the negative files, so using the context of the AP is very important. Indeed, in several negative files Spike is propagating its negative attitude to the user. The user’s answers could be considered neutral without the context, like “you do too?” or “yeah I’ve getting”.

When we analyzed the weights of the system, we remarked that 2 of the hidden states were really compatible with the positive or with the negative labels with highly positive $\theta_s$, the other were neutrals. The weights associated with those states were also very specific. The observation weights $\theta_o$ with the biggest values for the state highly compatible with positive (respectively negative) label were positive values (respectively negative) from subjectivity lexicons. For the neutral states, it was neutral values from the subjectivity lexicons (i.e. if a word is neutral, like table). When we looked at the Viterbi labeling we could visualize the changes in opinion of the speaker during its utterance (see Figure 3). Moreover, it is important to note that the indicator of the user was highly compatible with the positive and negative states while not with the neutral ones, explaining the improvements of HCRF-4 over HCRF-1.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented HCRF models that use the interactional context in order to detect a user’s attitude in a human-agent interaction. Our textual feature set includes word embeddings, linguistic rules and clues from a subjectivity lexicon. The use of HCRF classifiers allows us to implicitly learn local linguistic representations of each word of the transcript in order to model a dynamic process. We investigated models that take benefit of the interactional context in order to analyze the user of a human-agent interaction. In our future work, it could be useful to investigate the use of agent specific features like dialog acts and more complex distributed linguistic patterns. Further, we would like to augment the size of the dataset in order to obtain significant results.

[^label]: Labeling $h^* = \arg \max_h P(h|y, x, \theta)$
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